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The GoGallatin Challenge is a three-week competition with two different components. The
first is a teams challenge for businesses and organizations to compete to GoGallatin via biking,
walking, running, riding the bus, telework, and carpooling. The Second is an individual
challenge to GoGallatin and log your trips in the challenge page to be entered for a chance to
win prizes.
To participate, register on GoGallatin.org and join the Go Gallatin Challenge. From there, fly solo,
create a new team or join your workplace's team.

What are the size categories? No size categories this year. Since teams trips will be factored as an
average per team member, it doesn’t matter how many people are on your team.
How are results calculated? It’s an average of all trips logged based on the total number of team
members for the duration of the challenge. For example, a team has 10 total employees. At the
end of the challenge, they have log 42 trips. Their team average is 42/10 or 4.2 trips per person.
Keep track of how your workplace stacks up by clicking the full leaderboards link at the top of
this page!
How do I win a prize? All participants who are signed up and logging trips are eligible to win one
of the challenge prizes. You just have to have logged at least three trips during each week of the
challenge. You’ve got until Monday May 23rd to log your trips – all trips must be logged by
11:59pm!
What counts as a “trip”? A one-way journey to or from work made by bike, bus, walking, or
carpool counts. If you work from home, your telework saves a trip and counts. In addition, a
utilitarian trip by bike, bus, carpool, or foot counts. If you commute to work by bus, and then take
the bus back home, that counts as two trips. If you drive part of the way to work, park, then ride
your bike the rest of the way, the bike portion of your commute counts as a trip.
How does my team win? The teams with the highest average of trips per team member at the
end of the challenge wins. If you have 15 team members, a total of 120 trips, 120/15 = 8 trips per
team member. Email gallatincommute@montana.edu if you have any questions or need help
setting up a team.
Click the following links to watch some helpful How-to videos!
Logging trips

Saving Favorite Trips

Using the Commute Tracker App
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